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NOTICE TO THE MARKET 

 

Telefônica Brasil S.A. (“Company” or “Telefônica Brasil”) (B3: VIVT3; NYSE: VIV), in the form and for the 

purpose of CVM Resolution No. 44/2021 (“CVM Resolution 44”), hereby informs its shareholders and the 

market in general that, with the goal of increasing its digital services portfolio, has signed a non-binding 

memorandum of understanding with Ânima Holding S.A. (“Ânima Educação”) for the creation of a joint-

venture focused on education (“Operation”). 

Through this vehicle, Ânima Educação, the largest and most innovative ecosystem of quality education in 

Brazil, with an 18-year track record in the education sector, and Telefônica Brasil, the leading 

telecommunications company in Brazil, with over 97 million fixed and mobile accesses, and significant 

experience in technology and the provision of digital services in numerous fields, aim to operate a digital 

education platform with online qualification courses, focused on lifelong learning and employability, in 

areas such as Technology, Business Administration and Tourism. 

By associating Ânima Educação’s know-how in providing digital courses with Telefônica Brasil’s scale and 

distribution capacity, the joint venture will offer its customers personalized development paths, with up 

to date content that meets current job market demands, contributing with their development and 

emancipation.  

Telefônica Brasil and Ânima Educação intend to each own a 50% stake in the joint-venture, and activities 

are planned to start in 2022. They will be run by a dedicated and totally independent team. The 

conclusion of the Operation is subject to the negotiation and signing of the final documents, as well as 

the prior approval of the Brazilian antitrust authority. 

This initiative reinforces Telefônica Brasil’s positioning as a digital services hub, increasingly fulfilling its 

customers’ technology needs, while promoting accessible and quality educational services.  

The Company will maintain its shareholders and the market in general updated about the evolution of 

the subject matter of this Notice to the Market, in compliance with the applicable regulations.  

 

São Paulo, October 27th, 2021. 

 

David Melcon Sanchez-Friera 
CFO and Investor Relations Officer  
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